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The story of the sower is one of the few parables for which 

Jesus gives us an interpretation.  The seed is the Word of God.  The 

ground or the soil represents four different kinds of people. 

The first soil represents those whose minds are closed to 

the truth, like the packed down, hardened ground of the foot path.  

An example of this kind of person are those Pharisees who were not 

interested in the truth or understanding our Lord. They only wanted 

to trap Him with their false arguments.  They only wanted to 

maintain their influence and justify themselves and their behavior.   

The second soil, the rocky ground, are those who hear the 

Word, and readily accept it, but they have no roots. They’re shallow. 

This person believes until it gets difficult. In the face of temptation 

or persecution they fall away.  Does this remind you of anyone in 

the Gospels?   Isn’t this exactly the case with the Apostle Peter? He 

vehemently denied our Lord, and three times, cursing and swearing 

an oath that he did not know the man.  Except for the Apostle John, 

the others also fell away and abandoned Jesus.  

Seeds are also sown among the thorn bushes.  These are 

those who hear the Word, but their hearts aren’t really with the 

Lord. They’re occupied, instead, with the love of things and the 

pursuit of pleasure and comfort. This reminds us of the rich man 

whom Jesus invited to come follow him on the road as one of his 

disciples. He couldn’t accept Jesus’ invitation. Instead, he went 

away sad because he had many possessions (or should we say many 

possessions had him) Finally, there is the good soil—those who hear 

the Word, are open and receptive to it, persevere in it, and bear 

fruit unto eternal life. 

So, who do we see in today’s world that’s like the different 

types of soil?  What example is there of people who are like the 

footpath, who harden their minds against the truth?  There’s so 

much distorted thinking that many, for instance, have come to 

firmly believe that there is no such thing as natural marriage and 

family.  Despite the obvious reality that man and woman are made 

for each other, the state seems to think that it can define marriage 
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in any way it chooses.  This is just like the government defining a 

human person to be something other than a human person.  No 

matter the definition, it doesn’t change what a human person is.  

The same is true, when it comes to the nature of man, woman, 

marriage and children—the family.  It’s given to us in creation.  We 

don’t create it.  We don’t define it. We acknowledge it and protect 

it.  Despite this obvious truth, many have hardened their minds 

against it.  

Many people also refuse to see anything wrong with 

abortion, even though science has shown that at conception, there 

exists a unique, individual, human life. At the moment of 

conception, you were you. You had, for example, the same genetic 

makeup then that you have right now as a unique, human, 

individual. You didn’t become you as you developed in your 

mother’s womb. You didn’t become you when you were born. You 

did not become you when you grew up and matured. And you don’t 

stop being you in old age. It was you from the start and it’s you until 

the very end. This isn’t philosophy. This isn’t theology, or a doctrine 

of our religion.  It’s a scientific fact.  

Then there is the second soil.  We fall away because things 

get difficult.  Maybe we will never be in a situation like Peter or the 

martyrs—maybe. But do we fall away, do we deny Jesus simply 

because of peer pressure?  Are we like Peter and don’t want to 

admit that we know the man? Do we give up praying when it’s 

difficult?  Do we stop going to church because we’ve gone off to 

college and it’s not convenient anymore? 

The third soil, where the seed is chocked off among the 

thorns, is about the desires of our hearts. Where are our deepest 

affections and desires?  Where is our deepest love? What most 

occupies our desires and longings? Is it our Lord? Jesus says, “For 

where your treasure is, there your heart will be also” (Matt. 6:21). Is 

Jesus your treasure? It’s not that desiring God means we desire 

nothing else, or that loving God means we love no one else.  It’s 

about properly ordering our desires and loves.  St. Francis de Sales 
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once wrote, “God does not mind if we have other loves, provided 

that we love Him in others and love others in Him.”  In other words, 

is the Lord Jesus at the top of my list?  Is He at the center of my 

heart? Is He the purpose and goal of my life? 

The first three soils, then, very simply, represent those who 

close their mind to the truth, those who lack the strength of 

perseverance, and those whose hearts are not with the Lord. Can 

we see in the three soils something of the opposite of the first and 

greatest commandment? According to the commandment, are we 

not to love the Lord our God with all our heart (the opposite is the 

third soil), with all our strength (the opposite is the second soil), and 

with all our mind (the opposite is the first soil)” (Luke 10:27). It 

seems the Lord is giving us a lesson in the first commandment, does 

it not? So, what can we do to become good ground, good soil so to 

receive our Lord and remain with Him, that is, to keep the first and 

greatest commandment? Here are three things to consider, which 

follow each of the first three soils. 

First, let’s seek to form our minds in the truth. Don’t be a 

hardened footpath.  Soften the ground by striving to be open and 

docile to the teachings of Scripture and the Church. The Scripture 

and the faith of the Church form a safe harbor that will protect us 

against the storm of the world’s deception.  So, read and mediate 

on the Scriptures, particularly the Gospels. Seek to understand the 

faith.  Each of us should have a Bible and a Catechism of the Catholic 

Church, and then take advantage of the many good books that are 

available. There are also many excellent shows on the Catholic 

media.  In other words, according to your own ability, fill your mind 

with what is good and true.  St. Paul says it best. “Whatever is true, 

whatever is honorable, whatever is right, whatever is pure, 

whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable — if anything is excellent 

or praiseworthy — dwell on these things” (Phil. 4:8).   

Second, let’s not be the rocky ground. Instead, be decisive, 

be determined, with the grace of God, to persevere, to face the 

difficulties of life, to face temptations and persecutions and not fall 
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away.  To do this, we need to understand the virtues and practice 

them.  When difficulties come, you will then be ready to do battle 

and remain steadfast. 

Finally, let’s not let the things of the world and our desires 

for them, steal the love of God from our hearts or make us cold 

toward Him. Let’s not be the soil among the thorns. Instead, be 

mindful of the Lord as you go about your day, think about Him 

often, and make acts of love toward Him, saying, “My Jesus, I love 

you above all things, I love you with all my heart, help me always to 

love you more deeply.”  

I invite you now to bow your heads to the Lord: O Jesus, my 

Divine Savior, grant to me the grace to seek and to understand the 

truth, the grace to grow in the virtues, particularly the courage to 

persevere, and give me the grace to have a heart that is yours, that 

is filled to overflowing with love for You above all things.  Amen. 


